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there are two kinds of shoes. one is a shoe with a built-in sock, which is cheap and it makes you stand up more, and the other is a shoe with built-in foot mooring (these have "built in" because the upper is stitched to the sole. these are much more comfortable!). marikina
shoemasters team colours are black, white and grey! white for the players are their shoes, black is the team uniform, and grey is what the shoes wear when the team is not playing (not much is made of the grey, because it can get covered up by the black)! my first

professional basketball experience was as an observer at the 1981 fiba world championships, the game i remember best was when the soviet union versus the u.s.a (with celestine akua in the middle and coach lenny wilkens on the bench). celestine was the fiba european
player of the year! no! it is the accounting department! we do it for ourselves as it’s a safety factor for us. we know we will need this data in future and the data is analysed in this department every month. a few times a year the department can add a blank line to their

accounts. it is for us to see if we can expand our market. the department manages our business activities; the auditors and accountants are doing a great job. the international popularity of our footwear is due to many reasons. when we started, we looked at the classical
construction. however, we soon decided to look at different technologies and changes to combine safety and comfort. we looked at the whole process from design to production. we also looked at how we could automate and speed up what we were doing. we then looked at

some of the advantages of digitising some processes. we saw, if we could use the internet, then we could interact with the world. the internet proved to be not a good medium for us but we used it to communicate and update the price points we offer. this allowed us to
constantly improve the value we offer.
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in 2012, i decided that i should go full time into consumer products. i
started to work with r&d team in setting up consumer products designs and
development. i designed a product called "shoehop" and was also a product
designer in charge of setting up the production line for its production. one
day in november 2012, i met the managing director of the company that
was responsible for footwear design. he told me that they were facing the

challenge of finding a replacement for the design software they were using.
we met to discuss the problem and then that evening i came up with the

idea of offering our technology as an online platform to be able to develop
online. we are the largest supplier of kits and clones in the philippines, we

cater to the sport loving filipino and various basketball players from all
around the world.we are the largest supplier of the sport in the philippines.

our company supplies sneakers and clothing line to players in various
sports. our main business is to supply basketball and football shoes, to

those that are players in the marikina shoemasters, while it could be team
up shooters, selecta, nike, adidas, fila, reebok, nike air , puma, adidas,

puma, and adidas . however, we are not limited to only supplying to them
and provide all-around services, including basketball uniform for players,

referees, staff, clubs, and parents/family to include shopping for shoes and
other accessories for the players. we provide many different basketball

shoes and basketball uniform for players from the most well-known brands
to the less-known. our nike range includes the nike, nike air (first nike

shoes) nba, nike air max (nike air max 2010) and nike shoes (nike sport
boots). our adidas range includes adidas (adidas sport shoes) nba, adidas

(adidas superstar shoes), adidas (adidas boost shoes), 5ec8ef588b
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